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The granulator's main job is to provide a mechanism for creating musical stutter pulses which can be used as part of a wavetable. The granulator is implemented as an oscillator with a continuous buffer of audio that is released at regular intervals. The released audio is shaped to form a grain, and the frequency of this grain is determined by the oscillator. The shape of the grain can be determined using an envelope
function. Input audio is used to shape the envelope of the grain, and this process is repeated every time the buffer is emptied and audio is released. The output of the granulator is a sequence of audio pulses that can be modulated by external signals. Features: Simple Input -> Buffer -> Output processing. Completely single-stream, which means that audio is never processed twice. Can produce pulses of any length.
Pitch shift can be modulated by audio. Pitch shift can be modulated by external signals. Use external PWM and AM inputs. Synchronous granulator can be used to create timbre objects. Can be used for Timbre Shifts or Gliss notes. Can be used for Delay Inserts or Timbre Inserts. Tremolo is implemented as a slower granulator. Why is this tool different from the same thing implemented as a plugin? There is a
key difference. A plugin can be set to use buffered audio, then release audio in the background at the same time as it's playing into the main input. The result is that the plugin will both play into the input and record into the buffer, but the buffer will never output more audio than the plugin is processing. The granulator, however, never runs into this kind of problem. It can always release a buffer full of audio
without any pauses. More info: Scenario: An oscillator (both sin and triangle, for example) is set to output at a rate of 15 samples/second. A 30 millisecond audio input buffer is set to fill at a rate of 30 ms/sample. The buffer is allowed to fill completely before the oscillator's output is released. The granulator is set to release audio 30 ms after the oscillator's output is recorded, but the pitch shift is kept at 0. If the
oscillator's output is set to 440 Hz (4,400 Hz input
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What's New in the DH_Granulator?

This module allows the input audio to be processed such that it creates a continuous stream of grains. For a Fixed-Pitch grain the input audio is allowed to be processed for a certain period of time, and then its output is disabled so that no further processing will occur. For a Variable-Pitch grain the input audio is processed, and its output is disabled, but the internal oscillator can modulate the pitch shift by any
amount so that it can vary. See the definition of the Envelope Type pins below for more information. The module uses a buffer and can write a fixed number of milliseconds of audio into the buffer. The amount of time that it takes to reach the buffer's capacity will vary dynamically as audio is added to the buffer. An audio source can be connected to the buffer and will be mixed in with the audio in the buffer,
and audio from the buffer can be played back through the output. The amount of pitch shift can be varied continuously over the course of the grain. The amount of time that the unit takes to reach its capacity for audio in the buffer will vary dynamically, and the latency from the input to the buffer to the output will also vary dynamically. The Amount of Variation parameter can be set to an integer value or an
integer range from 1 to 127. If an integer value is set, the value can be increased or decreased to produce a series of steps. If a range is set, the value may be increased or decreased in any step size up to the given range. The Phase Shift pin can be used to adjust the phase of the grain's oscillator. The Phase Shift range is 0° to 180°. The range will be centered at the pin's value, 0° for a 0° shift, and 180° for a 180°
shift. The default is 180°. Description: Inputs: Input - Audio to be processed. This module will buffer that audio and create a continuous stream of grains for it. Pitch - Pitch shift, 1 volt/octave, 5 volts = no change. Outputs: Latency (ms) - Amount of time between sample recording and output. This varies dynamically depending on grain size, the amount of pitch shift, and (in Variable Grain Pitch mode) the Gliss
allowance. Output - Audio out. Parameters: (right-click Properties) Max Buffer (ms) - Size of the buffer into which audio is continuously recorded, measured as the number of milliseconds of audio it can store. Grain Pitch - Selects between Fixed- and Variable-Pitch grains. A Variable-Pitch grain can contain internal pitch shift, while a Fixed-Pitch grain maintains its initial pitch shift amount throughout the
length of the grain. Gliss Allowance (Variable-pitch grain mode only) - Higher settings cause the unit
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System Requirements For DH_Granulator:

Processor: 3.0 GHz RAM: 4 GB HDD: 1 GB This game is compatible with MacOS 10.8.2 and above. You can get the free version and subscribe to the full version for $19.99 USD. More information on the game and features can be found here: Thank you for playing Screens! If you want a refund on your paid game you can simply follow these steps: "When buying a paid product on
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